STATUS SYSTEM CONDITIONS
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.1 For Binary accounts, there is a system of statuses that makes it possible to receive
additional advantages and opportunities when trading.
1.2 The status is assigned to the client's profile, not to a separate trading account.
1.3 The status system includes 3 client statuses: Silver, Gold, VIP.
1.4 The company has the right to terminate the status system program at any time by
sole discretion.
1.5 The company has the right to amend the conditions of the status system without
prior notice of customers.
1.6 The company reserves the right to change the status of clients on its own sole
discretion.
2 CONDITIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES CORRESPONDING TO STATUSES
2.1 SILVER STATUS
2.1.1. The ability to use demo accounts on any of the platforms provided;
2.1.2. The ability to trade on real accounts using the Web trader Classic platform;
2.1.3. Compensation of commissions when real accounts refill.
2.2. GOLD STATUS
2.2.1. The ability to use demo accounts on any of the platforms provided;
2.2.2. The ability to trade on real accounts using the Web Trader Classic, Web-Trader Pro, MetaTrader 4
platforms;
2.2.3. Algorithmic trading (trading robots) on real accounts when using MetaTrader 4.
2.2.4. Compensation of commissions when real accounts refill.
2.3. VIP STATUS
2.3.1. The ability to use demo accounts on any of the platforms provided;
2.3.2. The ability to trade on real accounts using the Web Trader Classic, Web-Trader Pro, MetaTrader 4
platforms;
2.3.3. Algorithmic trading (trading robots) on real accounts when using MetaTrader 4.
2.3.4 Compensation of commissions when real accounts refill.
2.3.5. Ability to use the Risk-free trading day bonus program (terms and conditions are described
separately on the bonus program page).
2.3.6. Compensation for 10% of loss incurred during the trading week.
2.3.6.1. Compensation of 10% of loss is part of the loyalty program system,

as well as part of the conditions of the status system.
2.3.6.2. The company has the right to refuse to accrue a refund, as well as to debit funds from account
funds that were accrued earlier under of this program.
2.3.6.3. Compensation of 10% of loss is charged if the total trading result for all deals over the past
trading week is negative.
2.3.6.4. The trading week is considered the period from 02:00 Monday to 22:00 Friday.
2.3.6.5. Balance transactions not to be calculated when calculating the financial result of the trading
weeks, as well as the bonus funds transactions.
2.3.6.6. In case of a negative financial result for a trading week, the amount of compensation is
calculated by the formula: Amount of compensation = Total result for all trading positions for the last
trading week * (-1) * 0.1.
2.3.6.7. Compensation is calculated automatically every week on the Sunday night before the opening of
the trading session.
2.3.6.8. If there are less than 10 trading positions opened on the account over the past week,
compensation is not provided.
3 ASSIGNMENT OF STATUSES AND VALIDITY PERIOD
3.1. Silver status is initially assigned to all clients registered on the company's website.
3.1.2. Silver status is assigned termless and does not require any action for it maintenance.
3.2. The Gold status is assigned to the client when the aggregate balance on his
Binary trading accounts is $ 100 or more.
3.2.1. Gold status maintains as long as the total balance of the Binary trading account
owned by the customer is $ 100-299.
3.2.2. If the total balance of the Binary trading accounts of a client falls below $ 100 and
stays below $ 100 for 30 calendar days, Gold status to be automatically changed to Silver.
3.2.3. If the aggregate balance of Binary trading accounts owned to the client
becomes more or equal to $ 300, the Gold status is automatically changed to VIP.
3.3. The VIP status is assigned to the client upon reaching the aggregate balance on his
Binary trading accounts of 300 $ or more.
3.3.1. Gold status is maintained as long as the total balance of the Binary trading accounts,
owned by a customer is $ 300 or more.
3.3.2. If the total balance of Binary trading accounts of a client falls below $ 300 and
stays below $ 300 for 30 calendar days, VIP status automatically changes to Gold.

